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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

June 5, 1979 

• 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

STU EI ZENSTAT J-fv.v 
SOLAR MEMO 

The attached memorandum sets out the maj or decisions which 
we are asking you to make to determine the overall shape 
and structure of our solar program. As you consider the 
issues presented, I would urge you to keep the following 
two points in mind: 

1. From both a substantive and political standpoint, 
solar and renewable resources are the only really 
bright spots on an otherwise bleak energy horizon. 
While we want to avoid rash overpromises for these 
technologies, a strong and vigorous commitment to 
solar can help us in getting the Congress and the 
public to swallow the more bitter pills of decontrol 
and generally increasing prices. 

2. The OPEC price increases expected from the Ministerial 
meeting at the end of June will add to the sense of 
dispair and lack of control which the public seems to 
feel about the energy issue. A strong solar message 
and program, although not a panacea or solution in 
any short term sense, can help kindle the kind of 
interest and sense of dedication to doing better with 
our energy problems over the longer run which we have 
attempted to generate through the Energy Security 
Trust Fund. It will be important in trying to counter 
the sense of hopelessness which polls are showing the 
public feels about energy. 

In large measure, the public response to your solar message 
will be determined by the reaction of the leading outside 
solar advocates and the members of Congress who have identi
fied themselves with this issue. From that perspective, a 
20% goal, and endorsement of a solar bank are critical. In 
fact, I don't think I would be overstating the case to say 
that proponents of solar would renounce any program, no 
matter how solid in other areas, which did not contain these 

·two elements. 
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that it is �u_bstaf:l_tiv�ly and. poli:tically 

�mporfant for you to haye: �a<::.strong .·solar. program .. The 
solar ·.i_ss.ue· pre.serits .. a· :real,:oppor:Huiity, ·for-,you. to b,Eicome 

·identif-ied in ·a 'leade'rsh'ip·:tole 'witnJ.··.this a'specf·.-of · . 

. energy. policy. Accor.dingly�,::.:_'r . affi: u±:s{ing yo,ur approval.-. of the.�Bank arid the 20%·g¢>al. ·· ·,_ 
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MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FRGr-1: 

SUBJECT: 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WA.S'HINGTON 
. .  

Jurie 5,. 1979 

THE PRESIDENT 

STU EIZENST�T � 
KITTY SCHIRMER 

SOLAR ENERGY POLICY 

Last May you requested thatra Domestic Policy Revie� 
(DPR) of solar energy be undertaken to provide you with 

an analysis of solar energy technologies, a review of 
current Federal solar programs, and recommendations for 
accelerating the use of solar energy. In D�cember·fhe 
DPR Response Memorandum was submitted and circulated for 
comment to affected agencies·. This memorandum surn:rr1arizes 
the key findings and recommepdations of the DPR and 
presents the major issues for your decision. 

A number of- issues and implement.�tional questions are still 
outstanding in evaluating the specific program suggestions 
made by DPR. We will be working intensively ov-:er the 
next ten days t6 two weeks to resolve them -- or where 
appropriate subfuit them for your decisibn. We will have 
a Message r�ady for submission to·Congress within the 
month --· targeted to the time that you will be back in 
Washington b.etween fhe Vienna and Tokyo Sumini ts. The 
inaugurati�n .. of .the sq.lar system in_ the \vest· Wing will 
be rescheduled. for that_ .time.: ·The' guidance you_· provide 
on the majm; 'issue.� pre·sented f9.r decisio'ri in·: th�s memorandum 
will, however, be irripoitan.t in shaping· our· work on the 
more detailed·�ue�ticiri�.. 

· · 

�- ,. . . - . . ;:.. . ' 

FINDINGS oF :THE·· DOMESTIC: i?oi:i:cY.· ·RE'viE:w. 

Solar Energy was defi�ed bi�a41Y�:,by the. DJ?_R to include, 
in addition to radiant ·e�7�<iJy.r'eceive'd directly from the 
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sun, stored radiant energy in biomass (i.e., wood, 
vegetation, and organic solid wastes), hydropower, wind 
power, and power generated by heated ocean waters. 

Major conclusions of the DPR are: 

• Significant potential exists for expanding the nation's 
use of solar energ�With appropriate private and govern
ment support, solar energy could make a significant con
tribution to u.s. energy supply by the end of this 
century. Renewable energy sources, principally biomass 
and hydropower, now contribute about 4.8 quads or six 
Rercent to t]1e U.S. energy supply. Since estimates of 
future energy supply and demand are imprecise, three 
generic forecasts of possible solar use were developed. 
In the Base Case, where present policies and programs ID�/��� continue, solar energy could displace 10-12 quads of a J , ;.ot>O .a.cr. 
total of 95-114 quads in the year 2000 if energy pr1ces 
rise to the equivalent of $25-32 per barrel of oil 
in 1977 dollars. A Maximum Practical effort by Federal, 
state and local governments could result in solar energy 
displacing 18 quads of conventional energy by the end .v lf�''?o 7 

.. 
,_ of the century. Thus, if one assumes the higher future 

oil price scenario (corresponding to a total energy demand 
of 95 quads in the year 2000) and this Maximum Practical 
effort, solar could provide about 20 percent of the 
natioh's energy by the year 2000� The technical limit 
to solar penetration by the year 2000, imposed primarily 
by the rates at which changes can be made to existing 
stocks of buildings and equipment, and rates at which 
solar techniques can be manufactured and deployed, 
appears to be 25-30 quads. 

• Solar energy offers numerous advantages over competing 
technologies, particularly for reducing our balance 
of payments, reducing dependence on oil imports, 
strengthening national security, providing energy 
with fewer environmental impacts, diversifying energy 
sources, and creating jobs. 

• Widespread use of solar energy is hindered by governmental 
policies that subsidize competing energy sources (i.e., 
price controls on oil and gas, subsidies for nuclear energy, 
and utility rate structures that are based on average 
rather than marginal costs). The competitiveness of 
solar technologies is directly related to the price of 
these alternative energy sources. 
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Accelerating the use of solar energy will require 
the combined efforts of government and the private 
sector; Federal actions alone will not ensure 
increased solar use. However, the DPR supports 
Federal promotion, .through additional interest 
rate subsidies and tax credits for solar technologies 
that are not currently competitive economically. 
The DPR also indicated that Federal R & D program 
priorities for solar could be linked more closely 
to overall national energy goals. 

• Some solar technologies are now or soon could be 
compet1tive with other fuels, but limited public 
awareness and lack of confidence in solar are 
major barriers which hinder solar penetration in 
the marketplace. Users and small producers face 
financial barriers to using solar energy. 

• Solar energy presents the U.S. with important 
opportunities to advance foreign policy and inter
national trade objectives; and non-proliferation 
policies. 

Attached at Tab A is the DPR's Response Memorandum to you. 
If possible, we recommend that you review at least the 
Execu t·i ve Summary. 

STATUS OF SOLAR TECHNOLOGIES 

The DPR found that several solar technologies are technically 
ready, commercially available and economical in many areas 
of the nation, but their use has been inhibited by insti
tutional and information problems. These technologies are: 

Passive solar systems (i.e., building designs and 
construction techniques that maximize the use of 
the sun's rays for heating and cooling and minimize 
the use of conventional equipment) are available 
and cost effective today, and can increasingly 
penetrate the marketplace with improved' information 
for builders and buyers. 

The direct burning of wood has been economical in 
the private sector for some time, especially in 
areas that are close to wood production sites; how
ever, some improvements in the collection and 
transportation of biomass are needed for a major 
expansion in consumer use. 
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• Solar hot water systems are commercially avail
able today and compete successfully against 
electric resistance heating in most parts of the 
country. These systems could compete successfully 
against systems using natural gas in the next 
10-15 years. 

• /�ow-head hydroelectric plants currently are 
b �c�' economical in some areas, but their greater use' 

j,..tl/t r/. Jl. has been inhibited by power marketing problems, 

JP��� · complicated licensing procedures and other institu-
IJII( � , tional problems. 

��� 
Some solar technologies are within range of becoming com
petitive, but are not yet so. These are: 

• Solar space heating systems are not yet widely:6ompetitive 
with electric resistance heating, but may compete 
successfully with electricity in the next five 
years. They currently deliver energy at several 
times the cost of oil and natural gas. These systems 
will be increasingly economical as oil and gas 
prices continue to rise and as more efficient systems, 
along with hybrid systems such as solar assisted 
heat pumps, are introduced into the marketplace. 

• Solar industrial process heat currently is about 
two to three times as expensive as oil heat, but 
could compete successfully with oil within five to 
ten years. 

• Electricity from wind machines currently is two to 
five times as expensive as electricity from utility 
grids, but is expected to come down in cost by a 
factor of three by 1990. 

There are several other solar technologies which are 
further from commercialization. These include solar cooling, 
photovoltaics, solar thermal electric, ocean thermal 
systems, and advanced technologies to produce fuels from 
biomass. Significantly more technical and economical 
improvement is required before they will be competitive. 
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CURRENT FEDERAL SOLAR POLICIES AND PROGRAMS 

Four key Federal initiatives supporting accelerated develop
ment of all solar technologies in the near term are: 

• Your recent action to decontrol prices of domestic 
crude oil by October 1, 1981. 

• The NEA phased decontrol of natural gas prices. 

• The tax credits enacted in the National Energy Act. 

• The tax credits proposed to be funded from the Energy 
Security Trust Fund. (already announced) 

In add{tion, Federal spending to promote solar energy has 
increased dramatically since you took office. Your FY 1980 

budget provides $866 million in budget authority and tax 
credits for solar programs* and your April 5 Energy Secur
ity Trust Fund proposals bring this total to $962 million. 
This is nearly triple the amount requested in President 
Ford's FY 1978 budget, ($360 million) and a $200 million 
increase over FY 1979 expenditures. Funding for DOE solar 
programs, representing the major portion of Federal funding 
for solar R & D and commercialization, has increased 13% 

over FY 1979 and more than fifteenfold since 1975. 

Finally, solar tax initiatives included in the National 
Energy Act and proposed for the Energy Security Trust 
Fund are estimated to result in FY 1980 tax expenditure 
of $170 million and solar programs in other Federal 
agencies (e.g., Small Business Administration solar loans 
program, TVA solar demonstrations) are estimated at about 
another $130 million. 

*These budget figures do not include Federal funding for 
large hydropower projects. The expected energy contribu
tions from large darns is included in the overall Quad 
estimates for solar energy's contribution to domestic 
needs, but budget outlays for these programs are not 
included within the solar and renewables budget figures. 
This convention is used because (1) the solar advocates 
have traditionally counted high head hydro's contribution 
as part of the total solar Quad yield, but (2) inclusion 
of funding for these darns would greatly distort the level 
of efforts which we are providing for other types of 
solar and renewable efforts. 
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Your FY 1980 budget reflected some of the findings of the 
DPR and your decontrol and tax initiatives address other 
specific concerns or recommendations of the final DPR 
Response Memorandum. 

A summary of funding for the Federal solar programs is 
attached at Tab B. 

DPR POLICY OPTIONS 

To further enhance the acceleration of solar energy above 
the base programs existing before your FY 1980 budget pro
posal, the DPR developed three broad options for Federal 
policy. These options were designed to be illustrative 
examples of levels of Federal effort. The options are 
not set in concrete, and throughout the DPR, it has been 
assumed that elements of each of the broad options could 
be recombined to form a specific Presidential recommenda
tion. 

OPTION I A targeted redirection and expansion of the 
existing program. 

This option relies heavily on administrative actions to 
emphasize and improve the informational, educational, 
technical assistance and other relatively low-cost pro
grams. Projected additional cost above planned levels is 
$160 million through 1985

. 
to yield an estimated 0.3 to 0.7 

more Quads of solar in the year 2000. (Total of 10.3 to 
10.6 Quads including hydropower.) 

OPTION II - Further acceleration of the solar program in 
the near term. 

This option assumes implementation of the initiatives in 
Option I, plus a range of other activities to provide 
substantial additional stimulus to solar in the near term. 
Two of the key initiatives included in this option have 
already been announced as eligible for funding from the 
Energy Security Trust Fund and included in the FY 1980 

budget totals mentioned previously. These are the new tax 
credits for passive solar investments and for solar 
process heat. In addition, our Energy Security Trust Fund 
initiatives include a wood burning stove tax credit and an 
extended exemption from the 4¢ Federal gasoline tax for 
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�a$ohol. These will supplement the options the DPR 
. defined under Option I I. . · . 

. The t6�al additibnal'cos� to-�h� Feder�l �h���t.of Option 
II '1s '$2 . . 5 billion through� 1985·. However, thi"s· estimate 
includes .. the :tax expenditure�:·al,ready .inciuded. in,. the 
Eneigy�Secrlrity·Tiust,F�nd . . . (Rough �s�i�at�� are that .. 

the· tax ·credits 'w·ill cost $1:5. billion to· $2 }?il:l.ion through 
·. l � 8 :> •. . The .'remainder would be devoted · pi incl_pa i l.y ·to a new 

subsidized.' loari. prog-ram tq· be .' adminis tered ' through· a. :Federal 
so:rar Ban� I shquld 'you approve. it.:). Other ·initiatives·, for 
which ·th(2re'),s :nq addit,tonal' e�timated. Quad yield, inciude 
increased R &� D and;. c'ert:a.'in mandatory requirements to use 
sol&� in Fed�ral briildings and in Feder�l p6��i generation 
faci li ti·es.� • ·Estimated additional Quad yield in 2 0 00 for 
these initiatives is 1.4 to 2.3. (Total of 12.0 to 12.9 
Quads� i�clridirig hydropower.) 

OPTION I�I � A massive Federal bud�et and regulatory com
mitment to increase solar use. 

This. option assumes implementation of·both Options· I and 
II and. includes significant additional firiancial.iri.centi'ves 
and: considerably stronger regulatory: measures. .The incre
mental additional cost of this' op.tion is estimated to be 
$6 billion in FY 1980 I $44 billion' cumula'tively by 2000. 
There is an even stronger re·liance ·on ·expanded· tax expendi
tures, mandatory requirements'for residential and industrial 
use 6f solar, and larger loan. and gr&ri.t programs. I£ this 
option is implemented another 15.7 Quad-s could be provided 
by 2o·o·o. (Maximum of 28.6 Quads total, or abou.t 25% including 
hydropower. ) . 

A break"70Ut'of estimated Federal costs· and projected Quad 
yields is. shbwrion the.following. charts. 

.. ) 

/' . -
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TABLE I 

SOLAR DOMESTIC POLICY· .REVIEW 
l COSTS AND BENEFITS OF DPR OPTIONS / 

MAXIMUM INCREMENTAL:YIELD 

DPR estimate <;>f additional annual energy 
.contrci.bution for each ·option ·in ·the year 
2000 a]:)o\7e the' cumulative contribution 
estimate9. :for· .all lower· opt'icms in Quads 
(io±§ i�!!b), and % of DPR···estimated mid

ra_nge �mnual u. -.8� ehe:J;gy' demand for t_he 
year 2 0 0 0 � : · - · · -

MAXIMUM TOTAL -_Y iELD2/. 

DPR est.imat� of
-
'ci.m-lula,tive .impact of each 

option, including tne ·base· ·arid all lower 
options, in tiie'year'':2ooo, .Quads and %. 

INCREMENTAL. FEDERAL COST 

Base 

N/A 

N/A 

9.9 Q 

8.7 % 

DPR estimate of additional 'Federal costs N/A 
through 1985 for each option above the 
cumulative cost estimated for the base and 
all lower optioris � $ billions.-

TOTAL FEDERAL COST� 

Estimate of total cost of each option 
through 1985, including the base and all 
lower options. 

$6.7 

Option· I 

0.7 Q 

% 

10.6 Q 

9.2 % 

$0.2 

$6.9 

Option II 

2. 3 Q4; 

2.0 % 

12. 9. Q 

11.3 % 

$2.6 

$9.5 

;:option III 

15.7 Q 

13.8 % 

28.6 Q 

25.0 % 

$53. a5; 
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FOOTNOTES 
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In general, .there is d.J._fficulty in predicting future solar use or total demand. 
The DPR projected a range .of between 95-132 Quads of total demaJ1d in. 200.0. 
These figures ass.llirie ·the .mid-range demand of ·114 Quads and are- rough. estimates 
based on::. economic

. �?deling and broad qualitative judgmemts.-

Option I .
. pr,esumes an FY 1979 reprogramming- (from outside of the solar program 

but<within DOE, ... source not specified) and most initiatives are :proposed to 

begin :.in ·py 198 d·� . · · · ·- · · · 
DPR opti�ns ar� structured so that each presumes the initiatives;-of. the--lower 
option are al's·o . . appro_ved. However, the DPR did not state any: assumed base, . .  _ 
program cosL .' . ·:Esti:inates shown here reflect Treasury estimates. fo:r tax credfts, 
OMB/DOE cornrnitrnel)t ._projections for major solar programs, and assumed lev·el· con-
timiation of ·.o.ther ongoing programs. 

- . 

70% of· :this incremental benefit is due to process heat and resideri.tia:i;cornrnercial 
sola� passive·ta:X·'credits, which· have already been proposed. fOr ·funding.- from the 
Energy S��tiiity,Tru§t Fund. 

. . . . . ' ' •  •• ,,:•c-:' 0 0 · · -: ' • ! - ... 
Becau�e �everal costly Option III initiatives extend well b�yond �985, the 
Federal- cost --:.of ,Qptiori III through the· year 2000 would be about ah add'ftional 
$.113 billiOn-, for· a. total cost of $123 billion. By comparison,-- the ·year 2000 
costs for· .lower-. options I and II would not greatly exceed-. the estimates·
through 1985_� 
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Specific program proposals included in each of the three 
illustrative options are shown in Tab C. 

DECISIONS REQUIRED NOW 

Looking at the three broad options, all of your advisers 
agree in general that action targeted to all of the areas 
identified for improvement in Option I and most of II 
should be pursued expeditiously. There are, however, 
specific issues and budget questions which are still in 
the process of being worked out. However, all of the 
specific initiatives included in Options I and II will 
be addressed in the next two weeks. These will either be 
resolved by the involved agencies or forwarded to you in 
a later memorandum for decision. Your guidance on the 
major issues discussed in this memorandum is needed so that 
we can prepare a Message for delivery to Congress within 
the next few weeks. 

The major remaining issue in Option II (since most of the 
tax credits have already been proposed in the Energy 

\
Security Trust Fund) is whether to establish a Solar Bank 
for additional financing of residential and commercial 
uses of solar. 

With respect to Option III, several agencies are recom
mending approval of several proposals in that Option. In 
general, however, all of your advisers agree that imple
mentation of the full range of proposals in 0Rtion III 
would be too expensive, coerciv�and�eLi�s heavily on 
mandatory government programs to achieve high solar 
growth. In view of the great uncertainty surrounding the 
price and availability of conventional energy sources, 
and the technical and economic status of the renewable 
sources, it is not possible to say at this time whether 
measures such as these will ultimately be needed to 
achieve a high solar goal 21 years from now. Option III 
was included in the DPR exercise largely in response to 
requests from solar advocates in Congress and private 
groups to provide you with their recommendations for an 
all-out solar effort. With respect to the specific recom-

mendations agencies have for approval of some of the 
Option III programs, these will be resolved along with 
the other specific issues from Options I and II. 
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In addition to the Solar Bank issue, two other decisions 
are required: 

• Whether to select a National solar energy goal for 
the year 2000. 

• 

• Whether to establish additional coordination mecha
nisms for Federal solar programs. 

1. SOLAR FINANCING INCENTIVES 

The DPR concluded that new financial mechanisms will be 
needed to ensu·re that sufficient capital is available to 
finance the purchase of solar equipment and thereby 
stimulate solar use. There are two alternatives identified 
for Federal action on this issue: 

A. Federal Solar Bank 

The DPR recommends· the establishment of a Solar Bank to 
assure that financing will be available on reasonable 

,, credit terms for users of solar energy. The Bank would 
·be established as a government corporation. It would 

work through existing private sector financial institu-
tions to provide subsidized and unsubsidized loans for 
residential solar energy systems. The Bank would also 
have authority to guarantee loans for cost-effective com
mercial, industrial and agricultural solar applications. 

The Bank would accomplish its residential sector objectives 
primarily through secondary market operations. It would � 
commit to purchase and would purchase mortgages on horne� 
equipped with solar en�y systems and horne improvement� � 
loans for the purchase of sol� energy systems. The FanK 
would only purchase those loans which meet its solar credit 
and warranty policies. As a result of the secondary market 
programs, private lenders will become familiar with solar 
lending, appraising, credit, and underwriting policies and 
criteria. In addition, the Bank would encourage lenders to 
establish specific financing options for solar systems, 
such as graduated payment loans, by committing to purchase 
and purchasing loans meeting the Bank's criteria. The Bank 
would have the authority in appropriate cases to absorb the 
costs of reduced interest rates and extended maturities on 
solar loans. Budget outlays to support the Bank's subsi-
dized programs, operations, and bad debt reserve would not 
exceed $500 million through FY 1985, with outlays of up to 
$100 million in FY 1981. Detailed budget estimates are still 
being developed. 
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(The DPR is silent as to the location of the Bank. 
Congressman Neal, the sponsor of the principal Solar 
Bank bill, and the solar industry, favor its location 
within HUD, although Congressman Neal's bill proposes a 
significantly different programmatic approach to the 
Bank. The leading solar advocates do not oppose its 
location inside HUD.) 

Advantages 

• Approval ofa solar bank is a key to broad 
acceptance of your overall solar program. It 
is a major priority of the Solar Lobby which 
regards it both as a rallying point and as a 
desirable means for providing a visible form 
of subsidy. 

' 

• Augments the supply of capital available for 
solar purchases. 

• Will have ability to reduce effective costs 
of solar energy systems by means of interest 
rate subsidies and longer term loans. 

• Provides a single federal financial institution 
whose primary mission would be to accelerate 
solar financing. 

• When combined with the Energy Security Trust 
Fund initiatives and the current federal 
program, results in essentially an Option II 
solar program in terms of projected Quad yields 
in 2000 (adds about 0.6 for a total of about 
12.9 Quads,maximum). 

• It is currently a popular concept, with Solar 
Bank bills receiving widespread cosponsorship 
in the House and Senate. 

• If located within HUD it would minimize dupli
cation with existing programs and reduce start
up time lag. 

• Would meet financing needs of commercial, indus
trial and agricultural markets as well as 
residential market. 
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Disadvantages 

• 

• 

Subsidy as proposed by the DPR is high cost . 
It would not benefit the poor. 

There does not a ear to current lack of 
overall credit for so ar g at non-
subsidized rates, although some lending 
institutions may not view solar loans and 
loan terms as favorable as more conventional 
lending activities. 

• Placement of the bank in an existing agency 
may result in a bias towards that agency's 
traditional constituencies. 

• If it is a new institution, it would duplicate 
some existing secondary market programs and 
authorities of GNMA and FNMA. 

• Would require legislation which will take a 
minimum of six weeks to prepare for submission. 

• There has not yet been time to evaluate the 
effectivene�s of the financing and other incentives 
enacted in the NEA last year. 

B. Strengthen Existing Finance Mechanisms 

There are actions short of creating a separate Solar Bank 
which can be taken to assist in the purchase of solar energy 
systems. The NEA provides GNMA with the authority to 
purchase FHA insured home improvement loans to finance solar 
retrofitting of residences. This is a five year program 
with a limit of $8,000 per loan and no income eligibility 
limitations. The NEA provides that up to $100 million in 
loans may be outstanding at any one time. No funding has 

L 

L 

been requested thus far. A supplemental appropriations request 
would provide an opportunity to test the usefullness of the 
program, with the option of requesting additional funding 
if it appears justified. This would be funded from the 
Energy Security Trust Fund. 
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In addition, if you dec.id.·e:to.�.activat·e this s'olar loan 
program, it .would- be possibl"e. to :·create by_ �xecutive-' action 

·wit}:_lin- GNMA, a Solar National Mortgage Ag�ncy _· (SNMA ·or . 
.. "Sunny Mae") to 'operat'e· the program ... (A. variation would� 

be to call ... · s.. tion a Solar Bank: j :·It i·s�.a:nticipated 
that the interest rate on these. oans.; would ;.be subsidized 
do'wn to 9% . and the. $100 million authority·: sh:oul.d· support 
abo·u·t -20;000 lpans at an average .. of. $5,000 _per_ loan . . · 
Because GNMA' ·ca_n re-sell these ioaris",- .. the· cost· t,'o the 
gciver.nment will be ··subs_tantially 'less than the. $100 million 
appropriation. Net: outlays are estifnated'at about 

·$12.5 million. 
. -'•. 

; . 

. .:..- :.:· 

.. . 
· . ·. , . ·. · ;' 

. · .. · ' ' 
. ..  , •  . 
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Advantages 

• Would highlight solar financing functions at a 
relatively lo� cost 

• Would not require a new administrative apparatus, 
since its functions could be performed by GNMA 
staff and its Administrator could be the Presi
dent of GNMA 

• Wo�ld not duplicate existing structures 

• Requires no new legislation 

Disadvantages 

• This approach, or any other perceived to be less 
than the Solar Bank, will be criticized by the 
Solar Lobby and solar advocates in Congress. 

l1'ut Je,( f!4� ,.;This program would nOt be applicable to new 
'?'/� Q1t44 , 1{ �mortgages, since only home improvements are eligible. 

tu r-���� ,...r� · 

'lr. • Loans may not provide sufficient subsidy and 
therefore may not be attractive to consumers 
who also may desire that home improvement loans 
provide coverage for non-solar purposes as well. 

• May create pressures to extend the program beyond 
the proposed five-year life of the program. 

• Does not provide added assistance for non
residential use of solar. 

Solar Bank --(Recommended by DOE, CEQ, 
TVA, DPS, and EPA) 

Create a "Sunny Mae" within GNMA -
(Recommended by OMB, FHLMC, and HUD) 

Do not approve either --(Recommended by 
Treasury ) 

Electrostatic Copy M9de 
for Pre!?�V\J"at�on PUli'§JIOSH 
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2. A NATIONAL GOAL FOR SOLAR ENERGY 

The selection of a goal for solar energy's contribution to 
total U. S. energy supplies is tied to three important fac
tors: the level of Federal support for solar and renew
ables, the price of alternative sources of energy, particu
larly oil and natural gas, and the response of the private 
sector and other levels of government. The DPR identified 
two possible goals for solar for the year 2000: 15% and 
25%, each tied roughly to the levels of Federal support 
shown in Options II and III. It also discussed a possible 
20% mid-range goal. The DPR analyzed the impacts of two 
levels of oil prices on reaching these goals -- $25 per 
barrel and $32 per barrel (in 1977 dollars) by the year /et�.AI /�.,. 
2000. 

o;( U/tll � d. --

The DPR found that the Option I level of efforts could be 
expected to yield 9% or 12% contribution from solar energy 
by the year 2000 depending on the pricing scenario. An 
Option II level of effort would support an 11% contribu
tion at $25 per barrel and 13%-15% contribution (with oil 
prices at $32/Barrel). Alternatively, the DPR states 
that Option II can support a 20% goal if additional 
init�atives were considered in future years on an as 
needed basis and a strong response were forthcoming from 
the private sector and State and local governments. The 
Option III approach, with its substantial funding level 
and significant involvement of mandatory Federal require
ments, would support a 25% goal. 

The DPR made no specific recommendations on the issue of 
setting a goal. 

As stated above, current Federal efforts -- including 
the Energy Security Trust Fund tax in1tiatives and oil and 
gas decontrol -- most probably will yield close to an 
11% contribution in 2000 for solar and hydropower tech
nologies. Should you decide to approve the Solar Bank, 
and other Federal financial measures, it is possible to 
project a solar-hydro contribution between 11%-12% by 
2000 or higher if oil prices rise to $32/barrel. Your 
decision then is: a) whether to set a National Solar 
Goal, and b) if so, whether to set a quantitative goal for 
solar to provide between 12% and 25% of our energy needs 
in 2000. 

Electrostatic Copy Msde 

fou p,ese'lVSt,o�n� Pull'�oses 
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There are significant political reasons why you should 
select and announce a National Solar Goal for 2000: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Solar energy is perceived to be a positive energy 
issue by many of your supporters in labor, business, 
the conservation community, urban groups, consumer 
groups, as well as on both sides of the aisle in 
Congress. A vigorous solar program tied to a goal 
can be used to balance the perceived negative 
effects of oil decontrol and public criticism of our 
nuclear energy policies. 

\ 

Solar activity in the Congress is already substan
tial: the Congressional "Solar Caucus" has a near 
majority in the House and is growing in the Senate; 
incremental pieces of solar legislation (i.e., the 
Solar Bank) are being introduced, and Presidential 
inaction on a broad solar strategy is not likely to 
slow the solar thrust on the Hill. Solar energy is 
a timely issue waiting for Presidential leadership 
and can be an extremely popular issue in the 1980 

campaign. If properly developed, announcement of a 
solar goal for 2000 will solidly indicate your com
mitment to solar energy, and at the same time demon
strate your leadership by calling on the hard work 
and inventiveness of the American people to move the 
country to achieve and surpass the goal. DOE, CEQ 
and Stu believe that announcement of a solar policy 
without a goal will be widely viewed as a lack of 
leadership on your part and could overshadow any 
additional solar initiatives you may announce. 

There appears to be genuine widespread interest by 
the public for a larger Federal role in support of 
the rapid development of most solar technologies. 
Selection of a goal may be the most visible measure
ment of how your solar program is viewed by the 
public. 

The initiation of the Solar Domestic Policy Review 
has produced high expectations about your future sup
port for an expanded solar program. The DPR Response 
Memorandum has been quietly released for comment and 
has added to the enthusiasm of the Solar Lobby, 
industry groups, and members of Congress to �ook to 
the Administration for major new solar initiatives. 
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Your meetings with these groups revealed this 
enthusiasm. In addition, the press and the media 
are actively reporting their demands. 

There are also disadvantages associated with the selec
tion of a goal: 

• Any specific goal chosen will most probably meet 
opposition either from the solar advocates for 
being too low, or from skeptics for being unreal
istic. 

• Because of substantial economic, social and tech
nological uncertainties associated with projections 
to the year 2000, we can have little confidence now 
that any particular goal is socially optimal or even 
economically reasonable or technically feasible. 

With these points in mind, we see the following alterna
tives available, should you decide to select a National 
Solar Goal: 

1. Improve the current program: a 15% solar goal by 
2000. 

2. A qualitative goal: Presidential statement of 
objective to maximize solar and renewable resource 
use by 2000, but without a quantitative target 

3. A 20% solar goal by 2000, making clear that it is 
ambitious, depends on an enthusiastic response by 
the private sector and State and local governments, 
and will not be accompanied by increases in the 
Federal budget beyond those recommended now. 

4. A 25% solar goal by 2000. 

Alternative 1: Accelerate the current program: 15% 
Solar Goal 

Advantages 

• Represents the upper bound of credibility to 
energy analysts skeptical about solar, includ
ing some senior officials in government and 
industry 
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• Could be justified as a springboard -- the 
minimum level necessary in 2000 to make possible 
a rapid transition to solar in the 21st century 

• Solar message could be used to make clear that 
the recent initiatives you already announced 
gives the nation much of the DPR Option II, and 
then challenges the people to go beyond this to 
a 15% solar program. 

Disadvantages 

• Will be viewed by many as an unambitious, "no-
action" goal, a "business as usual" policy on an issue 
generally agreed to be the one hope on the energy horizon. 

• Will be rejected by the Solar Lobby who probably 
would prefer no goal over one perceived to be 
so low. 

• Since you have already announced the major com
ponents of the DPR option which most nearly 
corresponds to a 15% goal (the Energy Security 
Trust Fund Tax Credits), most of the benefits 
of announcing this goal will be lost, and you 
may not be given credit for the substantial solar 
program you have endorsed 

• Will be perceived by many Solar .advocates as :a :'J;ack of 
Presidential leadership. 

Alternative 2: A Qualitative Goal 

Advantages 

• Avoids the hazards of trying to establish an 
optimal solar goal in the face of great tech
nical and economic uncertainty for both solar 
and competing energy forms. This option pro
vides the most flexibility to respond to future 
opportunities and fiscal constraints. 

• Avoids the potential budgetary pressure that a 
numerical goal could create. 
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Disadvantages 

• Unless carefully framed in terms of the uncer
tainty of projections, 'a qualitative goal may 
be attacked as vague and unambitious. 

• Will be rejected by those who feel strongly 
that you should set an aggressive, quantitative 
goal. 

• All disadvantages of the 15% goal apply here too. 

Alternative 3: The 20% Solar Goal 

Advantages 

• Solidly demonstrates your commitment to solar 
energy by indicating your support for a national 
effort to increase solar use beyond what the 
Federal government's current programs will pro
vide. 

• If properly constructed, it could indicate strong 
executive leaderhsip by announcing a target for 
solar/renewable energy contributions that can 
only be achieved through combined efforts of the 
Federal, State, local governments, business, 
labor, and consumers. It would necessarily not 
imply commitments to higher Federal solar budget 
expenditures in future years. 

• This is the minimum program acceptable to solar 
advocates, particularly given your Sun Day statement 
on a 25% goal. 

Disadvantages 

• This goal does not correspond directly to any 
option proposed by the DPR (related to the DPR 
Option II initiatives plus other programs). 

• Even if the 20% goal is carefully constructed 
not to rely on Federal actions, the goal may be 
used to create pressure for additional Federal 
budgetary support to achieve it. 

Energy analysts who are less optimistic about 
solar will criticize this goal as unrealistic. 
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• If not properly constructed, many ciay feel you are 
being less than candid in trying to take the 
political benefits of an ambitious goal without 
�upporting the corresponding initiatives.to achieve 
lt. 

Alternative 4: The 25% Solar Goal 

Advantages 

• Demonstrates the strongest Federal commitment to, 
and executive leadership in, solar energy. 

• Will be strongly endorsed by solar advocates, 
environmentalists, and other business and labor 
groups. 

• Would create the most favorable climate for rapid 
acceleration of solar. 

Disadvantaoes 

• This goal corresponds to the DPR Option III 
requiring a massively expanded Federal presence 
to achieve. Such a program conflict� sharply 
with your anti-inflation and budgetary goals in 
the nearer term. 

• Initiatives required to implement this option 
would result in unprecedented levels of Federal 
subsidies and Federal intervention in the mar
ketplace. 

• Many energy advisers, including Secretary 
Schlesinger, feel that because solar use depends 
so much on non-Federal initiatives, a 25% goal 
may not be achievable by 2000 regardless of how 
large a Federal program is established. 

• Will draw criticism from the "conventional" 
energy community and be a signal to them that 
your energy policies are unrealistic. Severe 
political damage could occur. 

This decision is clearly the most important one 'of your 
solar policy. On balance, I feel that the selection of 
a National Solar Goal for 2000 is critical if your 
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program is to be perceived c3_s ·l:?.eing credible. ·.r recom
-mend. that you select. the .. ::20·% sOl�r -goal because of . the 

advantages stated .and·becauEfe. I_, feel .it ·can: be-:'developed 
in such a way as no·L to·. add addifio:hal.pressure for future 

·:Federal actioris by_ challel)g.:lng �·th.·e: A:irlerican peop).:e .. -to take 
the steps . necessary: :,to,..,r�qv_e. :b.eyond' �hcit·· :cu;-J2·ent _ Fed_�-ral 
efforts will provide�· ·Ti: can.be, de�<?nstra'te(i �:that:· 
1) your FY 19.8:0 .. "bu�get, :::2') . your: :Eriergy:.·:s'e_curi·ty' Trust 
Fund . tax credi\s � · ang''3 )'_ ·y9ui' -support- of oil .and: gas 
decontrol amoui-i'ts, t-o" a· treme11dous gr_owth iri· Federal sup
port for sola·i ·arid/ approa-ches . the· limits of what cari be 
achieved under 't-raditional government intervention. · ·  

� 
Larger goals arid related Federal initiatives would: 

a) create a ."big government" concept significantly 
greater than seen before, 

b) be counter-productive to anti-inflation efforts 
and increase budget defiqits to such.an extent 
that the economy would show little improvement 
in the short term. 

DECISION 

Accel�ration of the current program, 
15% Solar 

The qualitative· goal (i.e., maximize 
solar and renewable resource use) -
(�ecomrilended. ·by O.STP) 

. 2o%·:sqlar-goal (making clear that it 
. ·is:.: ambitious, ldep_emds _on an enthu-
. s·i,astJ:c ·-r·e�p_onse· by' .. t.he :private sector 
and· _s:tat�e· :-and local governments, and 
wil·l; not �be accqmplished by increases 
in.:the: Federa�bu:dget ':beyond those 
rec6rn1nended. · n6'w·� ) · -- ' (-Recommended by 
DOE, DPS, OMB:,.-CEQ, and EPA) • -. •• '-o • • ' � • ' • 

25%· solar goal 
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3. IMPROVE COORDINATION OF FEDERAL EFFORTS 

We have.identified twef1ty...:three different sola,r energy 
. programs in at least _eight. different. Federal agenc_ies 
for which funds ar� be_.i:r1g sought ·in. 'the_ .Fiscal Year· _1980 
budget. The Department·:oLEner'gy -is tl:le· 'lea·d ag'ency, 
and �'has most of the .furidi�g�.·.but· significant functions 
are lodged in. other :·age�cies. of . coordiria, te· �st.atus·. · �o 
en'sure that these funds: are used· effect'ivety; that over
lap and wastefu+ co,rnpetition among pr_b]ects are minimized, 
and that each partt. advances the overall objectives for 
the entire program, sorne degree of central guidance and 
cbordination is essential. Industry fepresentatives 
have expressed concern about the need for more effec
tive coordination of Federal program�, and without a 
better coordinated effort it �ill pro�e difficult to 
induce companies to make major expenditures to promote 
sales of solar energy systems. 

The Solar Lobby has recommended the creation of a Solar 
Policy Council, chaired by the Vice President, as a 
coordinating mechanism. (The DPR inciuded this proposal 
in Option III.) CEQ, the solcir industry _and others have 
suggested that there be a Special Assistarit for Solar 
Energy within the Executive Office of the President . 

. } 

An alternative approach is the creation of a non-EOP 
coordinating mechanism, specifically, a new Standing Com
mittee ot the Energy Coordinating.Council. (One of the 
initiatives you announced in the 4/5/79 energy address 
was the creation of a National Energy Productivity Task 
Force on the ECC. A similar body for solar could be 
established to follow through on the implementation of 
the various ini.tiat.ives identified. wi thi'n Options I and 
II. ) It would us.e ·existing ECC resources. . .The ECC mem
bership.dovers.mo��'�f ih� agencies with key t6les in 
solar. Agencie�·which .are not-members of the ECC could 
be brought in �s needed.: 

. -: : � . 

A. coordinating me�himis� wH:.hi'n E9P 

Advantages 

• EOP placemen�_would dr�rn�tize and·give visi
bility to Presidential interest in solar energy. 

• Some believe EOP identification could afford 
greater effectiveness in reconciling conflic
ting policies: hence more effective coordina
tion of Federal solar effort. 
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Provide a focal point for interaction with the 
private sector. 

• Could be accompiished with minimal staffing: 
one Special Assistant to the.President, with 
modest s'ta.ff ·,support supplied ·by DOE. 

Disadvantages 

• Other interests desiring White House represen
tation will be encouraged to seek similar treat
ment. 

• Runs contrary to policy of reducing White House 
Staff. 

• Special Assistant could become an advocate for 
solar interests, rather than carrying out Presi
dential policy. 

• EOP intervention might be re�isted by agencies, 
limiting degree of c()ordina tion ··which c()uld, 
in fact, be achieved. 

· ' 
. 

· 

• Could tend to circumvent the orderly considera
tion of solar policy issue� in cdnte�t with other 
equally important policy �ssues; and raise 
severe ambiguities as to how this individual 
relates to established soordination and decision
making systems (e.g., OMB clearance process, 
DPS coordiriation, etc�) 

If yo� agree with a:cciordinating mech�ni�� within the EOP, 
there are two alternatives .that have·been identified --
1) A Special Assistant to the· Pres·id¢nt· for· Solar Energy 
or 2) .an· EOP. Comffi{ttee: chafred ... l:Sy.··cEQ. . . . 

�-
... . � ' � " ' . . � . . . . 

A Speci�i,; .As'sista;;ti \o :.the' ��esid'e�t ·w�ml9. provide greater 
visibility:,, ·.:l.�::g:r;e..iter .:P.�r�eiv'ed coriutiitment and a stronger focal 
pbirtt·fci�' i�t�r�ctio�with.bhe,p�iVate se�tor than assign-
ing the resp9risibilit'Y; to'. an :existing EOP unit as an 
additional aut�� : 

. . . ,, . 

Assigning the duty to CEQ would avoid creation of a 
separate new EOP unit �hile retaining some of the perceived 
visibility and independence of a Special Assistant. CEQ has 
credibility with sol�r advocates and good relations with those responsible for solar programs in Federal agencies . 

• 
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B. Standing Committee of ECC 

Advantages 

• Easy to est;abli'sh � -Standing 'Solar �ne:r:gy: Com
mittee with:in the Energy· Coordinatin·g Commi,ttee 
would re_qu!re no further· executive direction 
from you arid could ·begin functioning almost 
immediateJ:y. · · · · 

e Would help 'by identifiing conflicting policies 
in different agencie�, and seeking agreement on 
consi�t�nt policy and implementation. 

• Would not increase White House Staff or organ
izational complexity 

Disadvantages 

• May lack effectiveness in harmonizing diverging 
policies where agencies do not agree. 

• Difficult for committee to function·on continu
ing basis. 

• 

DECISION 

Not as popu�ar politically and does not demon
strate a high level of Presidential interest or 
commi tm�n t. 

Create non-EOP-based interagency 
Committee_ (Standing ·committee of Energy 
Coordinating Council) �ith a focus on 
coordination a.nd ·irriplememt�tion rather 

.·than advocacy ....:-. (Reco,mmended by DPS, 
mffi;· .OSTP. ·and· .DOE).' · · . 

' J .;· • . : - . · .  ( ·' . . .. .  
create···speci'al Assistant to· the Presi
de.nt f.Or. Sotar Energy -- (Recommended 

·by-CEQ} · . 

Cr�a:t·e· ,:EOP..,.based interagency committee 
chaired by'CEQ -- (CEQ's second choice) 
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Government 

OPTION 1 INITIATIVES 
(continued) 

Federal-Domestic 

Extend certain Federal purchase programs beyond 
1981 at �ur��rii·l�vels. 

Revise 'Federal cost/benefit criteria to include 
replace�erit cost. pricing and a lower discount 
rate. Alternat�vely, DOE funding the differ� 
erice between the cost satisfying OMB criteria 
and·. the actual cost for solar purchases 
under Military Constr�ction Authorization Act. 

Federal-International 

Coordinate Federal international programs through 
one agency, with foreign policy guidance from 
the Department of State. 

Place increased emphasis on programs for techni
cal cooperation, aid to developing countries 
for resource development, and export assis
tance for the u� s. solar industry. 
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OPTION 2 INITIATIVES 

Residential/Commercial Sector 

Increase Public Housing Prototype costs up to 20 per
cent where solar systems are used; extend FHA 
increased appropriations for Se¢tion 8·and Public 
Housing programs :qy.,$10 million per year to fund 
installation of s6�ai energy systems. 

Enhance existing volunta:ry product'. test±pg and certi
fication program; :tequir'e standardized .quality 
and performance· infq:;-,rri�tTon for s9lar· products; 
develop a warranty reinsurance·program if needed. 

. . 
Establish a Solar Bank to purchase, and commit to pur

chase, subsidized and unsubsidized residential 
loans made by private lending institutions, and 
to quarantee loans and leas�s. 

Industrial Sector 
·. ' \  

30% ta� ·credit or expensing for solar equipment. 
\ . 

.. . __ . 
Utility s�6�or·.· 

Where ·ap.pr'opriat.e·, require. the REA to allocate an 
increasing · p'ercentag�· o() .. ts' loans to solar 
en_ergy sy�tems� · .  W:here . such loans are precluded 
by e_xisting :law, modify. the Rur·a1 Electrifica
tion Act or.establis.p a Rural Energy Development 
Fund for solar -fnves.trnents, to be administered 
by REA. Al ternativ.ely, DOE could provide sup
plemental f4n�ing. 

. --� 



OPTION 2 INITIATIVES 
(Continued) 

Utility (Cont.) 

The President would request state public utility 
commissions to en·courage or require conser
�ati6n and sola�· eh�rgy� 

- ' . . . . 

·, .-;., 

Develop plans �o maximize �ydro�Iectiic·g�ner�ti6n 
at existing Federal.dam sites, and to-allow 
Federal._ p9wer. generafion: .. and·· marketing· agencies 
to �ake tise of th� broad range of solar 
technologies. 

Government Sector 

Federal Operations 

Require all new civilian Federal facilities* 
to use passive soJar design and the 
maximum amount of active solar. If OMB 
criteria are not changed as�per Option 1, 
DOE could fund the difference between 
the cost satisfyin� these criteria an� the 
actual cost for select�d appiications. 

Use active solar systems in Postal Service 
facilities and other high visibility 
Federal buildings. 

State and Local 

Provide an additional $15 million per year to 
give _higher priority to solar energy 
plannirig in State Energy Management Program. 

RD&D 

* 

. ·, 

Expand fundi�g and. E;!mphas_is in FY 1980 RD&D budget 
on near.t�r�.te�hriologies and technologies that 
displace. o{i ·and ·:gas. . Give. consideration to 
reprogr_arl1min�r of.: I;>OE ,F'¥ 197 9 energy RD&D funds I 

consistent with the FY 19_80 ·budget emphas_is. 

DOD facilities are addressed by the Military Construction 
Authorization Act. 
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OPTION 3 INITIATIVES 

Residential/Commerical 

$1000 tax credit' for builders exceeding BEPS. 
standard by '40":"80%. :M�mdatory .passive solar 
if so:% of new. dwelling units do n?_t-'ineet ·goals 
by -l�i-8_7 ·-, -_ -_ ---� -- ' - - -· -- - - - - - - _  - -

A national ·goal will be establish,ed to have 
10 pers:erit o'f all dwelling_ un� t,s to'· have _active 
solar· heating and hot water: systems by 1987 _ 
and to have 25 million-corribined (hot water-and 
heatihq and/or 6ooling) s�stems by 200b. Man
datory program if program goals not met by 
1987; tax credits continued for combined systems 
under mandatory program if other fuel subsi
dized. 

Federal coordination of private sector standards 
development testing, and certification; grants 
for private standard organizations; flexible 
standards for Federal procurement; certification 
of on-site systems; warranty insuranc_ e program. - - -

Increased funding to states for consumer protection 
and energy planning. -

Industrial 

50% tax credit for industrial process heat, phased 
out beginning in 1985. 

30% tax cred�t_ plu� rapid write-offs for solar 
manufacturiqg equipment. 

5% man��to;�.4asohol by :i�85; 20% by 2000. - - - - - - ' 

. �. ··� '· \ 
- . 

N6n..:..di�crimihat6ry� pri_c.ing
:
, for. solar and renewables; 

· 
.··s_t'ate-_<r.ate_ p·:tqceed.ings 

·
for' solar energy users; 

.-stronger "oo:E: righ.t- of>_ intervention; elimination
of tax>a:eivantages.for municipal utilities that 
do not comply w�th'solar rate reforms. 

10% of new electric cap�city must be renewable in 
each load area by 1985; 60% by 2000. 
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OPTION 3 INITIATIVES 
(Continued) 

: lH:i·l�� (Cont. ) 

15% of all gas through interstate pipelines must 
be from renewable .sources.· by 2 ob.o � 

·· . -�- � -

Government 

RD&D 

Renewables supply. i� 5% of .. er1ergy �e��s .for. existing 
Federal buii�ings by 2000. 

Expand State .commercialization efforts; increase 
Federal frinding for states by $100 million 
per year. 

Expand Federal procurement from photovoltaics to 
all solar products and use for foreign, non
nuclear energy assistance programs. 

Increase funding to double FY 1�80 level by 1982, 
and spend $18 billion cumulatively throug� 
1985. 

Employment 

Increase funding for solar job training by $180 
million per year. 
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TAB B 

FEDERAL SOLAR PROGRAMS* 
( Budget Authority and Tax Expenditures, $ in mi 11 ions ) 

Proposed 
- FY 1975 

Ford Budget 
1978 FY 1979 1980 

Tax Credits (--) 
NEA Solar Tax Credits 
Energy Security Fund Solar Tax 

Credits** 

DOE Direct Solar Programs (41) 
Market Development, Training 

and Planning 1 
Demonstrations (primarily heating 

and cooling and process heat ) 7 
Heating and Cooling Systems 

Deve 1 opment 6 
Low Head Hydroelectric 
Photovo lta i cs 8 
Wind Energy 3 
Solar Thermal Electric 12 
Ocean Thermal 3 
Biomass 1 
Solar Energy Research Institute 

Construction 
Other Direct 

DOE Indirect Solar Programs (--) 
Solar Basic Research 
Solar Storage 
Solar on Electric Utility Grids 
Solar Satellite Program ( DOE/NASA ) 
Solar Environmental Assessment 

Other Federal Programs (--) 
Small Business Administration 
Department of Agriculture 
Agency for International Development 
Tennessee Valley Authority 
Community Services Administration 
Federal Buildings Investments 

TOTAL, FEDERAL SOLAR PROGRAMS 41 

(-- ) 

(306) 

9 

30 

25 

51 
26 

122 
26 
17 

( 1) 

1 

(51) 

17 
14 

20 

358 

(97) 
88 

9 

(556) 

19 

107 

41 
28 

106 
62 

102 
39 
43 

3 
6 

(34) 
16 

1 
7 
7 
3 

(74) 
5 

22 
16 

8 
3 

20 

761 

( 170) 
74 

96 

(615) 

'32 

74 

47 
19 

130 
67 

121 
35 
57 

27 
6 

(50) 
24 

5 
10 

8 
3 

( 127) 
14 
27 
42 
16 

3 
23 

962 

* Does not include some $311 in loans, grants, loan guarantees and technical 
assistance proposed to be reprogrammed by several agencies during the period 
from FY 1979 to FY 1982 for small scale alcohol and hydropower plants as 
part of the recent Rural Energy Initiatives. 

** Expenditures are contingent on enactJnent of the windfall profits tax and 

establishment of the fund. 
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 

COUNCIL ON ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY 

722 JACKSON PLACE, N. W. 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20006 

June 4, 1979 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT (' r� 
FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Gus Speth 1\� �� . Acting Chairman 

Solar Policy Decision Memo 

The solar policy decision memorandum based on the 
interagency Domestic Policy Review will be submitted 
to you this morning. 

You have an historic opportunity -- to lead the United 
States into an energy future based predominantly on 
renewable energy resources. Putting the country firmly 
on the road to a solar future can be one of the out
standing achievements of your Administration. 



THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 
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'-lOLD. 

. Free: Congressionally, the solar bank is a must and without 
�we will gain little. If we do move on this,- it must be coordinated 
�sely with the Congressional leaders in the Solar Caucus. It could 
�e the action that brings "a,ll" the� .. l iberals back to the party. 
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February 1979 


